Hudson's Bay Co. Roach Belly Knife

This Hudson's Bay Company trade knife is 10" overall length. The blade is 5-1/2" long, and is 1-1/4" at the widest point. The 1095 hi carbon steel blade is 3/32" thick, etched much like a damascus steel blade, except the steel forms a random pattern. The 4-1/2" long handle is made of nicely finished maple scales, secured with six brass cutler's pins. Each knife will vary slightly. This style of knife was a popular trade item of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Hudson's Bay roach belly knife only $49.50

Hand Forged Neck Knives, with leather sheaths:

Our small neck knives have fire etched blades, well tempered to Rockwell C56, with maple handles. Each knife comes with a vegetable tanned leather neck sheath dyed brown with a professional saddle maker's dye. #Sheath-NS.

Roach knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50
Drop point knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50
Patch knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50
Skinning knife, tiny, with sheath only $40.50

Mounting Arkansas Whet Stones:

Misnamed “soft” or “hard”, sometimes called “white” or “black”, the natural abrasive grain structure or “grit” of the stone determines the cutting speed, not the color. “Soft” Arkansas stones are medium fine grit. “Hard” stones are very fine grit, very slow cutting. Mounted to cedar blocks, with illustrated instructions, Novaculite is a compact quartzose rock of almost pure silica. Cut with diamond saws, in the Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas, this stone may be 340 million years old.

Double sided whet stone, with two 4 x 2" stones.
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Mounted Arkansas Whet Stones:

Double sided whet stone, with two 4 x 2" stones.

#Knife-Roach-HB
Hudson's Bay Co. Roach Belly Knife
roach belly knife only $49.50

#Knife-Roach-HB
Hudson's Bay roach belly knife only $49.50

#Knife-Roach-T
Roach neck knife, with sheath only $37.50

#Sheath-NS
small neck sheath only $6.99

#Knife-Drop-T
Drop point neck knife, with sheath only $37.50

#Knife-Patch-T
Patch neck knife, with sheath only $37.50

#Knife-Skin-T
Skinning neck knife, with sheath only $40.50

#Knife-Roach-T
Roach knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50

#Knife-Drop-T
Drop point knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50

#Knife-Patch-T
Patch knife, tiny, with sheath only $37.50

#Knife-Skin-T
Skinning knife, tiny, with sheath only $40.50

#Book-FTCSB
Fur Trade Cutlery Sketchbook
only $6.99

#Whet-2
double sided
only $17.99